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ABSTRACT: Recently, the technology of Web Services emerge in the main focus as a new way to develop distributed service-
oriented or resource-oriented application. This paper studies the architecture of web services which is built on internet
standards that simplify the exchange and integration of large amounts of data over the Internet, and as such they make it
easier to conduct work across organizations regardless of the types of programming platform, operating systems, hardware/
software, and database management systems that are being used. To better understand the architecture of Web Services, we
will provide analysis of the core protocols and the process of modeling the Orchestration of web services in a specific case
study. Composition is the process of defining the communication actions and the internal actions in which a service engages.
To integrate data exchanged by web services, the interconnection of web services with databases is needed, with intention to
provide backup and better management of data. While we execute a query we need to analyze the performance and estimation
of the SQL operations. One of the best methods is to view the query execution plan, which provides information on how a
specific DBMS query optimizer runs a specific query. This information is very valuable when we want to find out why a specific
query is running slow and determine the cost estimations. The section of the Query Optimizer will help readers to improve the
performance of the databases and applications, meaning that they can write better queries, provide the Query Optimizer with
the information it requires to produce high execution plans.
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1. Introduction

Business and non-business companies are tending to share data, integrate their processes, and join forces to provide customized,
comprehensive solutions to their customers. To make it possible for our information to be available no matter the places we are,
operating system we use, platform we use, whatever computer device we work on, or the programming language we are familiar
with, in that case we should turn towards the use of web services [1].

Several methods included in the service composition exist, but the most spread models are those of choreography and orchestration
[2]. In this paper we will focus more on orchestration model which describes collaboration between collections of services in
order to achieve a common goal. Moreover, we intend to provide an orchestration model integrated in a tourist industry that
describes the communication actions and the internal actions in which a service engages. Managing the distributed data, stored
in physically separated and independent servers, is often required when dealing with databases. We are witness of the growth
of the volume of the distributed data; therefore the use of distributed database management techniques increases in dynamic
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steps. Data transformations and invocations to internal software components are included in the internal actions. Data acquisition
systems produce large quantities of reduced and structured data. Modelling and simulation systems provide very large amounts
of generated and processed data. The requirements of business, retail sales, production, tourism, agriculture and other activities
all require information and knowledge to be extracted from these vast volumes of data in such a way to assist human decision-
making. The challenge is to collect the data in a way to represent as accurately as possible the real world and then, to process
it to information from which knowledge can be extracted [3]. Therefore, we should provide the connection string of the
orchestration of web services with separated databases for each created web service.

Companies are using web services in a certain architectural style because of several benefits [4]. Some of them are presented in
the figure below.

Figure 1. Benefits of using Web services

Many Business and non-business organizations and companies are applying web services to benefit from their use. The
architectural styles that will be evaluated in this paper are: RPC (Remote Procedure Calls), SOA (Service Oriented Architecture)
and REST (Representational State Transfer). The decision which Architectural style to apply in solving different problems is
very valuable step, the main difference between these architectural styles lay on loose coupling issue.

1.1 Main Protocols for constructing the architecture of Web services
Web Services can be defined as application components that communicate through open protocols and standards. These basic
standards include: HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) for transport, SOAP (Simple Object Access protocol) [13] for invocation,
WSDL (Web Service Description Language) for service description, XML (eXtended Markup Language) for data description,
XSD (XML Schema Definition) and UDDI (Universal Description Discovery and Integration) [14] and WSIL (Web Services
Inspection Language) for service discovery.

Resources to be accessed by HTTP are identified using URI’s (Uniform Resource Identifiers) – or more specifically, Uniform
Resource Locators using HTTP or HTTPS URI schemes [5].

WSDL does not presume that exchanges will be made using a particular form of communication, the WSDL document defines
services as collections of network endpoints or ports, no matter what message format or network protocols are used to
communicate. Ports make it possible to exchange messages, which are defined as abstract descriptions of data being exchange.
In addition, WSDL defines a common binding mechanism. This is used to attach a specific protocol or data format or structure
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Each message part is of some data
type. Use XSD predefined types,
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Figure 2. WSDL Terminology used for describing Web Services [19]

The Web services architecture uses the XML which is a markup language and a W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) specification
that defines a meta-language for describing data. It means that it is a set of rules for marking up text, such rules might define:
Markup syntax (defines the difference between text content versus markup directives) and Markup Semantics which defines the
meaning of markup directives [6]. SOAP specifies a simple, standards-based method for delivering XML messages between
different applications. Web services use SOAP to send messages between a service and its client(s) [7]. As we mentioned
above, in the section where we defined the SOAP protocol, we mentioned that the SOAP protocol specifies a wire protocol
which can be used for messaging, but it lacks an algorithm for deciding which kind of message should be sent and where to. That
issue can be solved with WSDL by providing a method for indicating the communication in a structured way [8].

1.2 Comparison of architectural styles of using web services
As we have already mentioned in the section of benefits of using Web services, we have indicated that they are versatile by their
characteristics and they can be used in many ways, but the three most common styles of use are: RPC, SOA and REST. The RPC
format as the earliest style of using web services is a service familiar to a great variety of developers. It represents a distributed
function call interface, and it is the first web service that was established and implemented [9]. RPC specifies a network
abstraction for remotely executing procedure calls in a programming language. This style of using web services provides a
mechanism for identifying a remote procedure, deciding which state must be provided to the procedure at the invocation time,
and also it indicates what methods to use to express the results to the requestor at completion time. To implement a RPC style
interaction, we can do so by using pairs of SOAP messages and a transport such as HTTP, but this would require certain fixed
rules for encoding the arguments in an XML document and methods or rules for transmitting the records or results to the
requestor.

SOA is a catalyst for IT-enabled charge that, when done properly, will align business and IT for competitive advantage [10]. It
is an architectural paradigm and discipline that may be used to build infrastructures enabling those with needs (consumers) and
those with capabilities (providers) to interact via services (composed of different protocols) across different domains of

to an abstract message, operation, or endpoint The below figure shows the WSDL terminology pointing to the various things
that WSDL describes. The input and output messages form an operation and the combination of these operations form a
portType. Operations can be accessed in different ways and binding specifies the particular protocol e.g. SOAP or HTTP GET.

Part 1

Part 2

Client Service
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technology and ownership. Most of Web 2.0 architecture patterns are based upon the Service Oriented Architecture. A service
provider is a role that specifies an interface for a system that analyses a specific set of tasks. At first, services are developed on
the web by Service Providers. The functionality provided by a given Web Service is described using WSDL (Web Services
Descriptive Language). A services requestor uses an API that discovers and invokes other software services with intention to
accomplish a task or provide a business solution. It asks the Service Broker about the service it needed. When the service broker
returns results, the service requestor can use those result to bind to a certain service. A service broker is an entity that acts as
a repository for the software interfaces published by the service provider. So, it is a matchmaker between the Service provider
and Service Requestors.

Figure 3. Three roles of SOA

Table 1. Comparison of Different Architectural Types of Using Web Services [14]

Service
Provider

Service
Requestor

Service
Broker

Publish

Find

Bind

    Attribute RPC SOA REST
  Granularity      Object Instances      Service Instances    Resource Instances
 Main Focus   Marshalling parameter    Creation of request    Request Addressing

             values              payloads                - URIs
   Resource NO  NO   YES
Identification
   Resource NO  NO   YES
Relationships
   Resource                       NO                    NO                               Lo-REST
  Interaction            and Hi-REST
  Semantics
Service Operation                NO                    YES    NO
   Enumeration
     Response                       NO                     NO   YES
     cacheable
    Application                     IDL                   WSDL            HTTP verbs
      Interface

REST is an effort of emulation of HTTP and other similar protocols and it is a resource-oriented architecture. This term came from
Roy Fielding’s PhD dissertation, published in 2000, and it stands for Representational State Transfer. The main idea lies on the
data, not on actions. It is an architectural style that treats the Web as a resource-centric application. Furthermore, each URL in
a RESTful application represents a resource. An analogy that describes REST style services is similar to a browser request for
a Web page. There are four universal verbs introduced in: GET, POST, DELETE and PUT. Motivation for establishing REST was
to specify a design pattern for how the Web should work, such that it could serve as the guiding framework for the Web
standards and designing Web services. REST is not a standard, therefore we won’t be able to see any W3C standard, or IBM or
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Microsoft that provide a REST developer’s toolkit. In other words, REST is a design pattern, meaning that we should understand
it and create our web services using this architectural style. In case, we implement all the REST guidelines highlighted in
Fielding’s dissertation work, we end up with a system that has specific roles for data, components, hyperlinks, communication
protocols, and data consumers. With intention to have a clear view of the characteristics of different styles of using web
services, we provide to you the table below, by determining the comparison of these styles.

There exists a possibility to combine different architectural styles to provide web services, it is technically possible, but it is not
recommended to do so [1].

2. Implementation of Composition for E-Tourism

The composition models are widely discussed in many conferences and journals. We distinguish two basic types of composition
from which the service designer have the right to chose: Orchestration and Choreography [17]. They are similar but still with
slight differences. Orchestration is the preferred composition style for internal business processes with tightly coupled internal
actors, while choreography is more often chosen for developing cross-organizational business processes between loosely
coupled partners [15]. In case we use each of the services separately, they will provide simple functionality. In case we combine
them altogether in an application, they can solve complex problems, such as the e-tourist application. In this paper we tend to
use orchestration process for combining simple Web services to create complex, sequentially driven tasks.

2.1 Problem Complexity
This process sometimes is called flow composition or Web service orchestration; it involves creating business logic to maintain
conversations between multiple Web services. In our case, to implement orchestration for a tourist industry, we will have to
establish databases for storing the data that will be transferred from web services using SOAP messages and XML structure.

The next step will be to code the web services and to connect them with the databases using strings. The last phase will lead to
implementation of web application where we will have to invoke the already created web services, with intention to create an
orchestration interaction of them. The requirements for a tourist application are defined as follows: web services for Theater
Activities, Bus Lines, Hotel Reservations and perhaps Currency Converters. In this application scenario, we have a multipart
functional convention between all the involved Web services (called partners) in order to reach the purpose of the orchestration.
In such a scenario, two main problems can occur:

- Can we determine whether the resulted composition of partner is conforming to the expected behaviour, with respect to the
initial cooperation schema?

- Can we determine whether the cooperation is possible by considering the individual partners’ behaviours? i.e. are the different
partners’ behaviours compatible between them [11].

To connect a certain web service with the relevant database we have to put the string for completing this step, the following
code is dedicated to the C# programming language: public string connstring = @ “Data Source = Festim-PC; Initial Catalog
= BusLines;Integrated Security = True”.

All of web services include dozens of web methods, which assist on better managing the web services and by providing a lot of
information to the tourists planning to visit a certain city. All of these web methods will be incorporated into the Tourist Web
application. In the following section we will see the consuming process of the web services, with intention to create an
interconnection of the web application and web services.

2.2 Implementation
The idea behind the e-tourist application is to practically incorporate web services into a web application that were previously
created for a specific purpose. In our case we have coded three web services within a Tourist Web Guide application: Currency
Converters ws; Theatre activities ws – that provides the ability to search the events and performances that will occur in a certain
date, search for the genres and actors playing in these performances; Hotel ws – that offer search for a hotel, list room rates,
check room availability, make room reservation etc. All these services are coded using a separate web method. Our case in more
details describes Bus Lines web service. It offers the search for existence of specific bus lines from and to the city of interest bus
schedules, bus description for each bus (if they have TV, meal and air conditioning included etc) and bus company. If we use
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Figure 4. E-R Diagram of the Bus Station
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     [Web Method]
     Define the web method for Inserting Attributes
     and their types
     InsertX(string Attribute1, int Attribute2, Boolean,
    ….Boolean, Boolean)
     {
           Connect to the server;
           Define the query for inserting attributes and

each of the services separately, they will provide simple functionality. In case we combine them in a single application, it can
solve complex problems, such as the tourist web guide. With intention to see how our Bus Station web service would look like,
we provide the simplified e-r diagram of its connected database:

In our case, the web services are developed internally, so the client application may know all of the web service web methods
call. In other occasions, the client can “discover” web services via UDDI or BizTalk server, by downloading the WSDL for
creating the SOAP for querying web services. In a case we want to move this orchestration process from an intranet to an
Internet environment a need for the Semantic web notion of ontologies will emerge. Good orchestration requires good semantic
understanding of the service and its parameters.

2.3 Creating and Consuming Web Services
In order to interconnect the intended WS (Web service) with the appropriate database, we need to establish a connection of the
database and WS. In our case we will connect the BusStation database with the Bus Lines Web service. The code in the
“Problem Complexity” section provides this possibility. The syntax of creating a related web method is:
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Figure 5. Invoking data using the appropriate web method

The above code is a web method which defines the process (method) of Inserting attributes of an entity into the WSDL
definition and also into the database which is linked to this web service. In addition, we write the query for inserting parameters
into the associated sequence of the WSDL and a specific table of the certain database. In case we want to use the web method
which allows us to insert a specific data, than we have to put some values into the parameters that are provided by this web
method. This process is shown by the figure below:

By pressing the Invoke button, all the values will be stored into the WSDL code of the web service, and also into the database.
This operation is done using the HTTP POST protocol. It is important to mention that all these web services which convey
several web methods, will be consumed into the tourist web application by adding a reference to this web site and consuming
the suitable web methods by creating a complex and sequence-driven task application by applying the orchestration model. The
design of the web application should fit the parameters of web methods. Meaning that we should define text boxes for one web
method similar to the parameters included into that web method.

3. Query Estimation of Execution Plan

Since, the data in the orchestration model are transferred into the corresponding databases of certain web services; we might
need to query specific information. The query optimizer is important for analyzing the number of candidate execution plans for

            Their associated types;
     }
     try
     {
           Open the connection;
           ExecuteQuery();
     }
     catch(SqlException ex)
     {}
     Finally
     { Close the connection;
     Connection Dispose;

Clik here for a complete list of operations

InsertBusCompany
Test
     To test the operation using the HTTP POST protocol, click the ‘Invoke’ button.

Parameter Value

Invoke
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a specific query, estimates the cost of each these plans and selects the plan with the lowest cost of the choice considered
[16].When it comes to analyze the performance of a specific query, one of the best methods is to view the query execution plan,
which provides information on how the Database query optimizer runs a specific query. This information is very valuable when
we want to find out why a specific query is running slow and another one faster. To view the execution plan, we have to go to
the Execution plan tab in the pane of results. The graphical execution plan output in Server Management Studio sometimes can
be difficult to analyze and understand. It should be read from right to left and from top to bottom. Each query in the batch that

Figure 6. Estimated Execution Plan for query of the BusStation database

is analyzed is displayed, including the cost of each query as a percentage of the total cost of the batch. Operators describe how
a DBMS executes a SQL query. The query optimizer uses relational algebra operators to build a query plan to create the result
specified in the SQL query. The query plan is a tree consisting of physical operators.

3.1 Problem complexity
From our experience, the query optimizer most often chooses the highly efficient execution plan. Nevertheless, there may be
situations when the disposed execution plan does not perform as expected. This occasion arise when we do not provide the
query optimizer with all the vital information it needs to perform the best solution, and sometimes because of the lack of query

Execution Plan

Query 1: Query cost(relative to the batch): 100%

select b.Name as BusName, b.NrSeats,c.CompanyName as BusCompany , s.Hour as Time from bus b join Bus...

Hash Match
(Inner Join)
 cost: 62%

Nested Loops
(Inner Join)
  cost: 0%

Clustered Index Scan(Clustered)
           [Bus].[PK_Bus] [b]
                 cost: 11%

   Clustered Index Seek(Clustered)
[BusCompany].[PK_Buscompany] [c]
                      cost: 15%

    Clustered Index Scan(Clustered)
 [BusSchedule].[PK_BusSchedule] [s]
                     cost: 11%

Select b.attribute1 as A, b.attribute2, c.attribute1 as B,
s.attribute1 as C
      from entity bus b
      join schedule s on s.attribute2=b.attribute3
      join company c on c.attribute3=b.attribute4
      where c.attribute1=’record’
      and s.attribute1>INT
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optimizer. The activities or functions of the execution engine are implemented by Operators that can be classified as logical and
physical operators. In case we deal with a logical join operator, the implementation can be done using any of the following
physical join operators: Nested Loops Join, Merge Join and Hash Join. In the following, we will represent a syntax query of a
certain Database, which uses the inner join statement to combine three different tables, which will provide specific information
intended to be found by the database administrator:

Once, we execute this query, we need to see all the details about the execution of it. We have to define the physical and logical
operators and the cost that they take once it is implemented and executed. It is important to mention that each node displays
ToolTip information when the cursor is pointed at it as described in the figure 6. Not all nodes in a graphical execution plan
contain all ToolTips items described here.

3.2 Implementation
To implement the query optimization, firstly we need to display the Estimated Execution Plan for the query, as shown in section
III.A.

As we can see from the above picture, of the execution plan following operators are involved: the Hash Match operator with 62%
cost, which perform Inner Join logical operation, Nested Loops operator with 0% cost, which perform the inner join logical
operation, whilst the Clustered Index Scan for the primary key of a the Bus table participates with the cost of 11%, and it scans
the clustered index specific to the ID of that table. Considering the scan operators, sorting is something to consider because
when the data in a clustered index are stored sorted, using a Clustered Index Scan does not define that the results will be sorted
unless this process is widely needed. The cost of the Clustered Index Scan for the ID of the BusSchedule table has a cost of 11%.
On the other hand, the Clustered Index Seek for the primary key of the BusCompany table has a cost of 15%. An Index Seek does
not scan the whole index, but rather it navigates the B-tree index structure to faster retrieve one or more data. Clustered Index
Scan is a logical and physical operator. If we estimate the costs of the all the operators we could acknowledge that the total cost
of this query execution is 100%. Each of the nodes displays ToolTip information when the cursor is pointed at it. Now lets see
all the costs for each node and the inner operators of them. Note that, not all nodes in a graphical execution plan contain the

      Cached plan size               32 B
Estimated operator cost             0 (0%)
Estimated subtree cost          0.0288183
Estimated number of rows 1

Physical Operation                    Hash Match
Logical Operation                       Inner Join
Estimated I/O Cost                              0
Estimated CPU Cost                       0.0178071
Estimated Number of Executions                    1
Estimated Operator Cost                   0.0178129 (62%)
Estimated Subtree Cost                       0.0288183
Estimated Number of Rows                              1
Estimated Row Size                             62 B
Node ID                                0

Table 3. Hash Match (Inner Join) Cost: 62%

Table 2. Select Estimated Costs: 0%

whole possible ToolTips items. “Execution plans can tell you how a query will be executed, or how a query was executed. They
are, therefore, the DBA’s primary means of troubleshooting a poorly performing query. Rather than guess at why a given query
is performing thousands of scans, putting your I/O through the roof, you can use the execution plan to identify the exact piece
of SQL code that is causing the problem. For example, it may be scanning an entire table-worth of data when, with the
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proper index, it could simply backpack out only the rows you need. All this and more is displayed in the execution plan” [18].

3.3 Cost of the execution for each node
In the Estimation of Execution Plan model, there exist different operators defining its functions and the cost they take for a

Physical Operation Nested Loops
Logical Operation Inner Join
Estimated I/O Cost 0
Estimated CPU Cost 0.0000334
Estimated Number of Executions 1
Estimated Operator Cost 0.0000373 (0%)
Estimated Subtree Cost 0.0077179
Estimated Number of Rows 1
Estimated Row Size 56 B
Node ID 1

Table 4. Nested Loops (Ineer Join) Cost: 0%

Physical Operation Clustered Index Scan
Logical Operation Clustered Index Scan
Estimated I/O Cost             0.003125
Estimated CPU Cost            0.0001658
Estimated Number of Executions  1
Estimated Operator Cost     0.0032908 (11%)
Estimated Subtree Cost          0.0032908
Estimated Number of Rows 8
Estimated Row Size              43 B
Ordered             False
Node ID                2

Table 5. Clustered Index Scan(PK_BUS) Cost 11%

Physical Operation Clustered Index Seek
Logical Operation Clustered Index Seek
Estimated I/O Cost 0.003125
Estimated CPU Cost 0.0001581
Estimated Number of Executions 8
Estimated Operator Cost 0.0043898 (15%)
Estimated Subtree Cost 0.00438
Estimated Number of Rows 1
Estimated Row Size 26 B
Ordered True Node ID 3

Table 6. Clustered Index Seek (PK_Buscompany) Cost:15%

specific query to be executed. Also, it is possible to have operators that are executed in parallel, and they are expressed with two
arrows pointing at the same side. In our case study there aren’t shown all operators, furthermore there exist: Arithmetic
Expression operator, which computes a new value from existing values in a row, the Assert operator verifies a condition, the
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Physical Operation Clustered Index Scan
Logical Operation Clustered Index Scan
Estimated I/O Cost 0.003125
Estimated CPU Cost 0.0001625
Estimated Number of Executions 1
Estimated Operator Cost 0.0032875 (11%)
Estimated Subtree Cost 0.0032875
Estimated Number of Rows 1.5
Estimated Row Size 21 B
False False
Node ID 5

Table 7. Clustered Index Scan (PK_Busschedule_1) Cost:11%

Clustered Index Delete operator deletes rows from the clustered index specified in the Argument column of the query execution
plan.

In the table II percept the cost of the SELECT estimation which is 0%, with the Cached plan size 32 B, indicating the estimated
operator and subtree costs and with one row implemented. Furthermore, in the table III the hash match operator builds a hash
table by computing hash value for each row from its build input. The estimation of the Hash Match (Inner Join) costs 62% of the
query execution. In the same table we can retrieve the estimation of the CPU cost of 0.0178071.

In the table IV, it is shown the Nested Loops operator that performs the inner join logical operation with a cost of 0%. Nested
loops joins perform a search on the inner table for each row of the outer table, typically using an index. Microsoft SQL Server
decides, based on anticipated costs, whether to sort the outer input in order to improve locality of the searches on the index over
the inner input [12].

At the table V and VII, it is shown the Clustered Index Scan operator that scans the clustered index specified in the Argument
column of the query execution plan. Once, an optional WHERE:() predicate is present, only those rows that satisfy the predicate
are returned. It is also important to distinguish scan and seek. A scan by itself reads a whole structure which can be a heap,
clustered index or a non-clustered index, whilst index seek in an efficient way retrieves information of rows from an index. In a
clustered index, we have a logically sorted data with assistance of the clustering key, contrary to the heap which conveys all of
table’s columns and its data are not sorted in any kind of order. In addition, the table VI shows the estimation of the Clustered
Index Seek, by indexing the primary key of the BusCompany table with a cost of 15% of the total query execution plan.

The lack of SQL might be that it is a declarative language and it deals with the definition of what data to retrieve from the
database, rather than to describe which data should be fetched [16]. The Query Optimizer deals with the analyze of several
execution plans for a given query, furthermore it estimates the cost of each operator of these plans, afterwards it selects the best
possible plan which would have the cheapest among the choices taken into consideration. Sometimes the execution plan might
not perform as we have expected due to bottlenecks of the performance of our system which influences the query execution. To
answer the questions relayed on the speed of query executions, or if the index is being used, the right answer is probably
different in each case, but to reach the answer, we have to look at the execution plan. In this section we have analyzed how the
optimizer and the storage engine work together to bring data back to the query. These operations are indicated in the estimated
execution plan and the actual execution plan. In our case, the option for obtaining execution plan graphically was available.

4. Conclusion

After summarizing the principles of web services, comparing the architectural styles for using web services and practical
implementation by creating orchestration of web services in an e-tourist application, we can have a clear picture of understanding
web services. To implement the Orchestration model of web services into an enterprise application is not an easy step. This
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paper will assist researchers and developers to understand this process and to decide which method of composition of services
into an application fits best for their business needs. Web services can be defined as the key elements of the programmable Web.
They are extremely versatile software components that really have the potential to open a new period in software; in addition
they provide the age of interoperability. Web services can be used to provide business-to-business (B2B) transaction and
integrate heterogeneous platforms. The benefits of using web services are several, since that they are reusable they saves
money and time. To choose the right architectural styles of web services, we have to go through the comparison of them. For
most of the problem solutions we propose the SOA style. There exist a possibility to combine different architectural styles to
provide web services. While this is technically possible, it is not recommended to do so. Analysis on how the optimizer and the
storage engine work together to bring data back to the query are very important. The readers will be able to write better queries
and to provide to the query optimizer the information is needed for better optimization. These operations are indicated in the
estimated execution plan and the actual execution plan, defining the time of the query execution. The development of technology
is evolving every day; this is also affecting the topic of web services. The success and spread of a certain technology is based
on business decision that is made by major business companies, rather than a technology’s success itself.
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